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Abstract – Traditional data systems fall short of processing Big Data since high volume of information collected to create 

successful business opportunities requires high performance computer programs including AI tools or processors. Deep flakes 

fabricate recordings, videos and images in a manner that misrepresent the receiver of the information regarding an event that in 

reality never took place.  Processing Big Data safely for Aviation industry’s benefit requires dedicated legislative regimes to 

improve predictability in decision making at the market place. Placing reliance on Big Data technology surely helps aviation 

industry to overcome various troubles related to air operations with ease. This paper attempts to explore the benefits of Big Data 

technology for the aviation industry. Readers would probably find a point of reference to eradicate major obstacles of Big Data 

technology that is hampering growth and technical innovations for the aviation industry. Furthermore, readers would be exposed 

to discussions regarding lack of technical knowledge or skill to exploit Big Data technology directly affects airline’s 

infrastructure. The paper recommends suggestions to vanquish the identified issues for the aviation industry.   

Index Terms – Aviation; Big Data Technology; Data Management; Data Analytics; Artificial Intelligence, Information 

Technology.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Reliance placed on the Aviation sector for easier travel and for commercial activities such as transfer of goods to market place has 

been troubled by the force, vigor and Deep Web strategies used to commit cyber crimes.3 The incentives for cybercriminals to 

attack the aviation industry is hidden in the fact that aviation industry gathers data from variety of sources which includes 

information available at search engine platforms on the internet, published content on WebPages, social media networking 

domains, and other similar online sources that could easily be accessed through cyber space.4 Based on the information collected; 

the aviation industry segments its passengers in accordance with their behavioral needs, which include air ticket purchase history, 

pricing patterns, travel locations (zip codes), nationality, social status, and duration of travel, boarding preferences, service 

facilities, and other related characteristics of the passengers.5 Big Data technology assists airlines to process the above stated 

criteria to strategically meet the expectations of passengers in order to maximize revenue.6 The organized manner in which 
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cybercriminals operates in the 21st century has exposed the law enforcement agencies to combat offences of the digital world with 

accurate judicial preferences. In today’s parlance, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has facilitated cybercriminals to operate from remote 

place to commit high profile crimes via deep flakes. Deep flakes fabricate recordings, videos and images in a manner that 

misrepresent/manipulate/convince the receiver of the information regarding an event that in reality never took place. 

Consequently, the digital-data driven environment becomes vulnerable to risks such as misappropriation and mishandling by 

cybercriminals’ unlawful intrusions. Data managed and analyzed by aviation industry is no exception to cyber offences that are 

committed by hackers using internet.  

II. MANAGING THE BID DATA FOR AVIATION INDUSTRY 

Big data includes content in structured and unstructured form that is generated from variety of sources available on the cyber 

space essentially by acquiring access to internet traffic and business transactions done by internet users.7 It is worthy to note that 

aviation industry uses Big Data technology to innovate products/services8 to facilitate commercial transactions of business 

organization for obtaining better hold of the market place.9 Traditional data systems fall short of processing Big Data since high 

volume of information collected to create successful business opportunities requires high performance computer programs or AI 

tools/processors. As far as aviation industry is concerned, the use of Big Data technology holds relevance to not just improve 

flexibility in airspace management but also to enhance the problem solving mechanism.10 Under such circumstances, utmost 

importance must be give to data privacy and other related aspects of security while processing Big Data for the benefit of airline 

industry.  

It is worthy to note that Big Data technology comprehends the scheme of ‘data management’ by acquiring information through 

computer programs for the cyber space.11 The processed information is thereafter forwarded for ‘data analytics’ to gather Big Data 

intelligence.12 Several researches are conducted around the globe on a daily basis to achieve the task of securing Big Data 

accumulated to benefit aviation industry from external aggression and cyber security issues posed by notorious hackers, who 

mainly uses Deep Web to steal sensitive information from either servers maintained by airport authorities or airline companies. It 

is evident that processing Big Data for Aviation industry’s benefit requires legislative regimes dedicated to safeguard huge 

amount of information/data stored on the internet/servers/programs used by the industry especially to restrict online offences 

committed by cybercriminals.  

III. BUILDING AVIATION INDUSTRY INFRASTRUCTURE THROUGH BIG DATA TECHNOLOGY 

Apart from stringent safety requirement the aviation industry is extremely competitive when it comes to generating revenue or 

making profits. The most significant aspect for any airline to entry at the market place remains airfare that is charged to a 
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passenger and profit margins that could possibly be generated from airline operations.13 Placing reliance on Big Data technology 

surely helps aviation industry to overcome these troubles with ease. Furthermore, data management and data analytics would open 

a door-way to beneficial opportunities at the market place for aviation industry if following suggestions are effectively executed: 

(a) A well-equipped ground handing scheme would prepares an airline to cut additional expenses after effective evaluation 

of the entire flying operation between the destinations before the passenger boards the aircraft;  

(b) Efficiency of airspace management could be increased by successful data analysis especially to predict an ideal solution 

to airspace problems; 

(c) Individual passenger needs could easily be catered through data analysis; 

(d) Airlines using Big Data technology efficiently solves the issues of rigorous competition by enhancing quality of services 

for passengers;  

(e) Attractive airfares schemes coupled with unique flying hour advantages could be made available to a passenger 

especially to secure the passengers choice for that particular airlines;   

(f) Innovative techniques could be employed to gain easy access to passengers’ portfolio for optimizing airline’s 

productivity; 

(g) Airlines attempt to prepare personalized marketing strategy is definitely enhanced by the use of Big Data technology; 

(h) Aviation industry relies on Big Data analytics for increasing innovative load control strategies;  

(i) To achieve unique advantages over end-to-end passenger experience it is highly recommend for airlines to technically 

evaluate prospects of data management and analytics; 

(j) For cost-effective airline operations it is essential that data regarding aircraft maintenance, employees and staff 

management is in accordance with Big Data technology suggestions.14 

It goes without saying that lack of technical knowledge or skill to exploit Big Data technology directly affects airline’s 

infrastructure. Furthermore, the aviation industry is bound to face numerous airspace obstacles in the absence of Big Data 

technology resources.15 Securing Big Data from external aggressions or cyber intrusions becomes essential in the digital 

environment16 since huge amount of information is not just managed but critically analyzed for the benefit of aviation industry 

making the industry vulnerable to cybercrimes including AI powered deep flakes offences. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The digital environment of cyber space recognizes individuals, corporations and government entities via proxy data. In other 

words, the personal data stored on the cyber space is often processed to generate internet users’ location, preferences regarding 

travel, entertainment, consumption of goods and services available at the market place. The digital-data driven environment 

becomes vulnerable to risks such as misappropriation and mishandling. The decision making process in computerized profiling 
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and marketing, which is employed to reveals hidden patterns and truths often leads to manipulated or unexpected outcomes.17 

Under such circumstances, the gathered data, which was suppose to tailor safety requirements, airspace management, service 

flexibility and staffing requirements to meet the needs of passengers in the aviation industry is exposed to the risk of 

misapplication.18 It goes without saying that smart decision-making requires analytical approach to safely process Big Data for 

enhancing products and services of aviation industry.19 In addition, the most significant aspect of managing Big Data is to respond 

to ‘black swan’ risks posed by events such as COVID-19 pandemic.20  

Furthermore, the aviation industry is exposed to face obstacles related to privacy of Big Data. Thus, it is vital for airline industry 

to manage and analyze Big Data on secure servers and computer programs. The aviation industry road map and success at the 

market place largely depends on adopting safe data driven culture to generate revenue and to process Big Data through 

technological development for successfully supporting predictive decision making in airspace operations. At present, only hand 

full of airline corporations are well-equipped with Big Data technology and majority of others in the same industry remains 

elusive21 from the advantages that could conveniently be availed through the use of Big Data processing or technology. The 

following suggestions could help the new comers in the aviation industry to build on a categorical infrastructure for better 

performance:  

(a) Identifying a through vision to assure efficient use of Big Data technology; 

(b) Appointing expert data analysts to innovate successful business strategies;  

(c) Genuine data analysis for scrutinizing passengers’ preferences;  

(d) Reducing additional or unwanted expenditures related to airspace operations;  

(e) Processing appropriate knowledge to significantly develop the data culture and technology;  

(f) Careful assessment of safety measures and risk factors;  

(g) Implementing regular quality checks through data management and data analysis to eradicate technical issues faced by 

aircrafts;  

(h) Optimizing on services through training programs for employees and ground staff especially to achieve the goal of 

conducting professionally with minimum scope for errors; 

(i) Securing sensitive data collected over cyberspace from cybercriminals and other notorious intruders on the internet; 

(j) Building a healthy completion in the aviation industry through integrated approach to develop Big Data technology; 

(k) Timely evaluation of legislative regimes to secure management and analysis techniques. 
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